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Tensors (multidimensional arrays) are widely used for representing high-order dimensional data, in applica-
tions ranging from social networks, sensor data, and Internet traffic. Multiway data analysis techniques, in
particular tensor decompositions, allow extraction of hidden correlations among multiway data and thus are
key components of many data analysis frameworks. Intuitively, these algorithms can be thought of asmulti-
way clustering schemes, which consider multiple facets of the data in identifying clusters, their weights, and
contributions of each data element. Unfortunately, algorithms for fitting multiway models are, in general,
iterative and very time consuming. In this article, we observe that, in many applications, there is a priori
background knowledge (or metadata) about one or more domain dimensions. This metadata is often in the
form of a hierarchy that clusters the elements of a given data facet (or mode). We investigate whether such
single-mode data hierarchies can be used to boost the efficiency of tensor decomposition process, without
significant impact on the final decomposition quality. We consider each domain hierarchy as a guide to
help provide higher- or lower-resolution views of the data in the tensor on demand and we rely on these
metadata-induced multiresolution tensor representations to develop a multiresolution approach to tensor
decomposition. In this article, we focus on an alternating least squares (ALS)–based implementation of the
two most important decomposition models such as the PARAllel FACtors (PARAFAC, which decomposes a
tensor into a diagonal tensor and a set of factor matrices) and the Tucker (which produces as result a core ten-
sor and a set of dimension-subspaces matrices). Experiment results show that, when the available metadata
is used as a rough guide, the proposed multiresolution method helps fit both PARAFAC and Tucker models
with consistent (under different parameters settings) savings in execution time and memory consumption,
while preserving the quality of the decomposition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Multidimensional arrays (i.e., tensors) are increasingly used for multiway data rep-
resentation in diverse applications [Acar and Yener 2009; Kolda and Bader 2009].
Starting from their early use in psychometrics [Tucker 1964], multiway analysis tech-
niques, and in particular tensor decompositions, have been widely used in extraction
of hidden correlations among multiway data, in fields, such as information retrieval
[Chew et al. 2007], sensor networks analysis [Sun et al. 2007], and web ranking and
analysis [Sun et al. 2005; Kolda and Bader 2006].
Intuitively, tensor decomposition algorithms can often be thought of as multiway
clustering schemes, which consider, simultaneously, multiple facets of the data for
identifying clusters, their weights, and contributions of each data element. Tensor de-
composition techniques are often placed into three categories: the first group includes
the Parallel Factors (PARAFAC) decomposition [Harshman 1970] (also called CAN-
DECOMP [Carroll and Chang 1970]) and its extensions like PARAFAC2 [Harshman
1972], S-PARAFAC [Harshman et al. 2003] and PARALIND [Bro et al. 2009] that de-
compose a tensor into a smaller diagonal tensor and a set of factor matrices, one for
each dimension of the input tensor. In the second category, we find models based on
Tucker decomposition [Tucker 1966] that approximate the initial tensor into a core
tensor and a set of matrices that represent subspaces of each dimension. The third
group contains models like Multilinear Engine [Paatero 1999] and STATIS based mul-
tiway models [Stanimirova et al. 2004]. In the literature, there are various algorithms
for fitting tensor decomposition models [Sanchez and Kowalski 1990, 1986; Jiang et al.
2000]. In particular, algorithms based on alternating least squares (ALS) estimate the
decomposition one factor matrix at a time, keeping other factors fixed; the process is
repeated until the convergence condition is reached.
Unfortunately, algorithms for fitting multiway models are, in general, very time
consuming. In this article, we observe that, in many applications, there is a priori
background knowledge (or metadata) about one or more domain dimensions and this
metadata is often in the form of a hierarchy that clusters the elements of a given
data facet (or mode). We investigate whether such single-mode data hierarchies can
help boost the efficiency of tensor decomposition process, without significant impact
on the final decomposition quality. Intuitively, we consider each available domain hi-
erarchy as a support that provides different views of the data, with varying resolu-
tions along a single dimension. Using these different resolutions at different stages of
the decomposition process, then, helps eliminate redundant work and save execution
time.
In this article, we focus our attention on the alternating least squares (ALS)–based
algorithms for fitting both PARAFAC and Tucker models. We extend our previous
work [Schifanella et al. 2011] introducing a novel multiresolution approach to the
decomposition of Tucker models. We also experimentally investigate performances of
both PARAFAC and Tucker algorithms taking into account a comprehensive list of
parameters. Both algorithms enable the user to pick and choose among the available
domain hierarchies, the approximation levels, as well as to vary target convergence
condition for different levels of the input hierarchies to support tensor decomposition.
The technique we propose starts at a low resolution and identifies a decomposition
for that resolution. Once the iterations for the given level is complete, the resulting
decomposition is expanded, and this expanded decomposition is used as a starting point
for the next, higher resolution. This process is repeated one resolution at a time until
all the selected levels of the hierarchy have been considered. In this article, we also
investigate the impacts of different expansion strategies and different initialization
policies.
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The proposed multiresolution process provides significant time savings because the
initial iterations are much faster due to the lower resolution of the data. Moreover,
the number of costly high-resolution iterations are significantly reduced. Experiment
results show that, when the available metadata is used as a rough guide (avoiding
over-fitting to the lower resolution of the tensors), the proposedmultiresolutionmethod
helps fit PARAFAC models with consistent (for both dense and sparse tensor represen-
tations, under different parameters settings) savings in execution time and memory
consumption, while preserving the quality of the obtained decomposition. We obtained
a similar behavior for Tucker models, although the benefits are less pronounced. Ex-
periments also show that the proposed method can leverage more than one unimodal
hierarchy to further reduce tensor decomposition times.
The structure of the article is as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the related
works and introduces the tensor background knowledge and formalisms used along this
article. The details of the multiresolution algorithms are presented in Section 3, while
Section 4 describes the implementation and optimization details. Section 5 contains
experimental evaluation. We conclude the article in Section 6.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
In this section, we introduce the tensor notation, present background about operations
on tensors, and present other related works.
A tensor is a multidimensional array, where the order (also known as the number
of ways or modes) N represents the number of dimensions. Following the notation
reported in Kolda and Bader [2009], vectors are represented by boldface lowercase
letters (e.g., a), matrices are denotated by boldface capital letters (e.g.,A), while tensors
with order N ≥ 3 are denoted by Euler script letters (e.g., X ). Scalars are denoted by
lowercase letters (e.g., a). Thus, an N-order tensor can be formalized as
X ∈ RI1×I2×···×IN .
The ith entry of a vector a is denoted by ai, the element (i, j) of a matrix A is denoted
by aij , while the element (i, j,k) of a 3 − order tensor X is represented by xijk.
Subarrays are formed when a subset of the indices is fixed. For example, if we want
to identify the jth column of the matrix A, we can write a: j . Fibers are defined by fixing
every index of a tensor, but one. In a 3-order tensor we can identify column, row and
tube fibers, denoted by x: jk, xi:k, xi j:. Slices are two-dimensional sections of a 3-order
tensor, defined by fixing one index. Horizontal, lateral, and frontal are denoted as Xi::,
X: j:, and X::k.
2.1. Tensor Decomposition
The two most popular tensor decompositions are the Tucker [Tucker 1966] and the
PARAFAC/CANDECOMP [Harshman 1970; Carroll and Chang 1970]. Both can be con-
sidered high-order generalizations of the matrix singular value decomposition (SVD)
and principal component analysis (PCA).
CANDECOMP [Carroll and Chang 1970] and PARAFAC [Harshman 1970] decom-
positions (together known as the CP-decomposition) decompose the input tensor into
a sum of component rank-one tensors. Given an input tensor X and a core size r, the
PARAFAC decomposition finds r rank-one tensors in the form of λiu(1)i ◦· · ·◦u(N)i , where
r is a positive integer, u(d)i ∈ RId for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and ◦ represents the vector outer product.
The decomposition approximates the tensor X by minimizing the value of∥∥∥∥∥X −
r∑
i=1
λiu(1)i ◦ · · · ◦ u(N)i
∥∥∥∥∥ .
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Fig. 1. (a) Parafac and (b) Tucker decompositions for a 3-way tensor.
Alternatively, the decomposition can also be rewritten in terms of factor matrices (see
Figure 1(a)) as a combination of the vectors from the rank-one components as
X ≈ [[λ;U(1),U(2), . . . ,U(N)]] =
r∑
i=1
λiui(1) ◦ ui(2) · · ·ui(N),
where λ ∈ Rr and U(i) ∈ RIi×r. PARAFAC can be considered as a special case of Tucker
decomposition in which the core tensor λ is superdiagonal. Intuitively, as in SVD,
PARAFAC enforces that the central matrix is diagonal; however, unlike in SVD, the
facet matrices are not guaranteed to be orthonormal.
The Tucker decomposition approximates a tensor using a smaller core tensor through
a change of basis represented as a set of matrices, one for each tensor dimension
(Figure 1(b)). Intuitively, the Tucker decomposition generalizes singular value ma-
trix decomposition (SVD) to higher-dimensional matrices. One key difference is that
Tucker may fail to guarantee an exact decomposition when it is constrained with a
user provided target decomposition rank. It is possible to compute an exact Tucker
decomposition only when the required number of factors is equal to the component
rank, for each mode of the tensor. Another source of inexactness is due to the cost
of the decomposition algorithms; in many situations, to avoid this cost, users rely on
fast, but inexact approximation algorithms [Kolda and Bader 2009]. Most approaches
involve searching for orthonormal facet matrices and a core tensor that collectively
minimize the decomposition error. For example, the high-order SVD approach first
identifies the left eigenvectors (with the highest eigenvalues) of the lateral, horizontal,
and frontal slices to construct the facet matrices. Given as input a tensor X and a set
R = {r1, . . . , rN} of core sizes, the Tucker decomposition computes a smaller core tensor
and a set of factor matrices. More formally,
X ≈ [[Y;V(1),V(2), . . . ,V(N)]] = Y ×1 V(1) ×2 V(2) · · · ×N V(N),
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where Y ∈ Rr1×···×rN , V(i) ∈ RIi×ri and ×i represents the i-mode tensor-matrix product.
The decomposition process approximates the input tensor by minimizing the value of∥∥∥X − Y ×1 V(1) ×2 V(2) · · · ×N V(N)
∥∥∥ .
2.2. Obtaining Tensor Decompositions
Many of the algorithms for fitting multiway models are based on an iterative process
that approximates the best solution until a convergence condition is reached.
The ALS method [Yates 1933] for PARAFAC models is relatively old and has been
successfully applied to the problem of tensor decomposition by Carroll and Chang
[1970] and Harshman [1970]. ALS is widely used as a building block in many applica-
tions for fitting PARAFAC and Tucker models [Kolda and Bader 2006; Sun et al. 2009;
Kolda and Sun 2008]. ALS estimates, at each iteration, one factor matrix, maintaining
other matrices fixed; this process is repeated for each factor matrix associated to the
dimensions of the input tensor. Since our proposed multiresolution approach extends
the basic ALS, in Algorithm 1 we present the pseudocode of the standard ALS fitting
for PARAFAC. The algorithm takes as input the data tensor X , the number of factors r,
a tolerance value tol (used as a stopping condition), and an optional initial factorization
Finit. The algorithm returns the factor matrices and the elements of the resulting di-
agonal tensor λ. Other alternation-based algorithms for PARAFAC models include the
alternating slice-wise diagonalization (ASD) [Jiang et al. 2000] and the self-weighted
alternating trilinear diagonalization (SWA-TLD) [Chen et al. 2000] algorithms: they
improve fitting using objective functions that are not based on least squares.
ALGORITHM 1: Alternating least squares fit algorithm for PARAFAC models
Input: X , r, tol,Finit
Output: F ≡ λ,U(1), . . . ,U(N)
1 Initialize U(i)i = 1 . . . N to Finit (random if Finit is not present)
2 do
3 f it = ‖X − [[λ;U(1),U(2), . . . ,U(N)]]‖
4 for i = 1 . . . N do
5 U(i) = X(i)[(U(1) · · · 	U(i−1) 	U(i+1) 	 · · · 	U(N))
]†
6 normalize column of U(i) (norms are stored in λ)
7 end
8 f itchange = f it − ‖X − [[λ;U(1),U(2), . . . ,U(N)]]‖
9 while f itchange ≥ tol;
10 return F ≡ λ,U(1), . . . ,U(N)
The first iterative method for computing Tucker decompositions was introduced by
Tucker in 1966 [Tucker 1966]. This method was extended by De Lathauwer et al.
[2000a] and is known as high-order SVD (HOSVD). In fact, the authors show that it
is a generalization of the matrix singular value decomposition (SVD) and introduce a
way to compute more efficiently the leading left singular vectors of a Tensor matri-
cization. In 1980, Kroonenberg and De Leeuw introduced TUCKALS3 [Kroonenberg
and de Leeuw 1980], an ALS algorithm that is limited to three-way tensor support
that was successively extended by Kapteyn et al. [1986]. In this article, we adopt as
building block for the Tucker-based multiresolution approach the ALS algorithm called
higher-order orthogonal iteration (HOOI), introduced by De Lathauwer et al. [2000b].
The authors propose a more efficient way for calculating the factor matrices based on
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ALGORITHM 2: Alternating least squares fit algorithm for Tucker models, based on the
HOOI approach
Input: X , R, tol,Finit
Output: F ≡ Y ×1 V(1) ×2 V(2) · · · ×N V(N)
1 Initialize V(i)i = 1 . . . N to Finit (random if Finit is not present)
2 do
3 f it = ‖X − [[Y;V(1),V(2), . . . ,V(N)]]‖
4 for i = 1 . . . N do
5 G = X ×1 V(1)
 · · · ×i−1 V(i−1)
 ×i+1 V(i+1)
 · · · ×N V(N)

6 V(i) = ri leading eigenvalues of G(i)
7 end
8 Y = X ×1 V(1)
 ×2 V(2)
 · · · ×N V(N)

9 f itchange = f it − ‖X − [[Y,V(1),V(2), . . . ,V(N)]]‖
10 while f itchange ≥ tol;
11 return F ≡ Y ×1 V(1) ×2 V(2) · · · ×N V(N)
the computation of only the dominant singular vectors of a tensor matricization. Algo-
rithm 2 shows the pseudo-code of the standard HOOI approach: it takes as input the
data tensor X , the set R of required number of factors for each dimension, a tolerance
value tol (used as a stopping condition), and an optional initial factorization Finit. The
algorithm returns the factor matrices and the core tensor Y.
Closed-Form and Gradient-Based Algorithms. Noniterative approaches to
PARAFAC tensor decomposition include closed form solutions, such as generalized
rank annihilation method (GRAM) [Sanchez and Kowalski 1986] and direct trilinear
decomposition (DTLD) [Sanchez and Kowalski 1990], which fit the model by solving a
generalized eigenvalue problem. The PMF3 algorithm is based on a modified version
of a Gauss-Newton method. An in-depth study and comparison of these algorithms
can be found in Tomasi and Bro [2006] and Faber et al. [2003]. For what concerns
Tucker models, an approach based on a Newton-Grassmann optimization problem was
recently proposed [Elde´n and Savas 2009].
Gradient-basedmethods include theMultilinear Engine [Paatero 1999]: an approach
based on the conjugate gradient algorithm that can also compute different multilinear
models. Acar et al. [2011] introduced a scalable gradient-based optimization approach
for tensor decompositions. More recently, in Ishteva et al. [2011] the tensor approxi-
mation problem is expressed as minimization of a cost function on a product of three
Grassmann manifolds. The authors apply the Riemannian trust-region scheme, using
the truncated conjugate-gradient method for solving the trust-region subproblem.
Tensor Decomposition with External Knowledge. Chi and Zhu [2010] present
FacetCube, a framework that allows users to incorporate prior knowledge in the non-
negative Tucker decomposition process, with the primary goal of helping users enforce
facets on certain data dimensions. In that work, the metadata can be available in dif-
ferent forms. The first one is prior knowledge describing a subspace from which facets
can be located. In the second form, the users require facets for some data dimensions
be fixed. For example, in an author × re f erence× keyword tensor, the paper shows how
additional information on authors (i.e., the coauthor relationship) can be leveraged
in a recommendation system of references. In our multiresolution approach, instead,
additional metadata are used to compute lower-level resolution representations of the
input tensor, in order to speed up the decomposition process.
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Speeding Up the Tensor Decomposition. In the literature, we can find many ap-
proaches that aim to reduce the tensor decomposition time. Bro and Andersson [1998]
propose to speed up the PARAFAC model computation using a Tucker-based compres-
sion technique. The input tensor is compressed by computing a Tucker model that pro-
duces a core tensor Y and a set of corresponding factor matricesU(1),U(2), . . . ,U(N). The
compressed core tensor Y is then used to compute an intermediate PARAFAC model
[[λ;V(1),V(2), . . . ,V(N)]]. The final PARAFAC model is then reconstructed by combining
the factor matrices from the initial Tucker decomposition and the following PARAFAC
computation [[λ;V(1) ×U(1),V(2) ×U(2), . . . ,V(N) ×U(N)]]. The quality of the final result
is ensured by the optimality theorem of the CANDELINC model [Carroll et al. 1980].
This approach is related to our proposal, and in Section 5 we experimentally study its
applicability and limitations, both under dense and sparse tensor encodings.
A problem that can negatively affect the decomposition time is the so-called two
factor degeneracy problem, that is, the presence of two factors that are colinear with
opposite signs. This potentially causes a mutual cancellation of factors’ contributions
during iterative ALS, resulting in a very slow decrease of the objective function. One
of the key solutions to this problem is the line search technique [Ross and Leurgans
1995; Bro 1998]. Line search is commonly applied for PARAFAC (but it can be used also
with derivative based methods [Madsen et al. 2004]) to speed up the convergence by
leveraging regression to estimate factor matrices based on a subset of past iterations
instead of relying solely on the previous iteration. In this sense, it is applicable to
all iterative methods and thus is orthogonal to our proposed scheme: the proposed
metadata supported multiresolution scheme can also benefit from line search in cases
where the factors of the data show colinearity with opposite signs. Rajih et al. [2008]
propose a way to improve line search performance by solving an optimization problem
over the line search parameters: they show that their proposed enhanced line search
scheme allows to improve the execution time under certain conditions, such as three-
way tensors with factor colinearities in one of the modes.
Finally, Kaarna et al. [2007] leverage a multiresolution approximation of the initial
tensor in the ALS-based decomposition process for image analysis. Authors recognize
that two contiguous pixels in an image can be approximated down to a single pixel
because they are spatially correlated. In particular, Kaarna et al. [2007] relies on the
hierarchical Integer Wavelet Transformations (IWT) to speed-up the decomposition
process for image datasets. There are two main differences between Kaarna et al.
[2007] and the approach presented in this article: First of all, unlike in Kaarna et al.
[2007], where the (wavelet) hierarchy relies on the inherent spatial correlation internal
to the data, here we investigate the applicability of external metadata in supporting
the tensor decomposition process. Secondly, unlike Kaarna et al. [2007] where the data
(i.e., image) tensor is inherently dense, we aim to also tackle sparse tensors (which are
common in many applications, including social networks and graph structured data).
3. A MULTIRESOLUTION APPROACH FOR FITTING PARAFAC AND TUCKER MODELS
As we pointed out in the Introduction, in this article we observe that in general there
may be external knowledge regarding how the domains represented by the individual
tensor dimensions are hierarchically clustered (according to different clustering cri-
teria). In this section, we show how such background knowledge can be leveraged as
a guide to help provide higher- or lower-resolution views of the data in the tensor on
demand and develop a multiresolution approach to tensor decomposition (Figure 2).
3.1. Multiresolution Tensor Representation
Let Di be the domain associated to the i − th dimension of a tensor X ∈ RI1×I2×···×IN .
Here, Ii is the cardinality of Di, that is, Di = {di,1,di,2, . . . ,di,Ii }.
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Fig. 2. Leveraging metadata during tensor decomposition.
Fig. 3. Hierarchy-based multiresolution representation.
Clustering hierarchies capture different strategies along with the domain elements
associated to the corresponding dimension can be grouped together. For example, if
one dimension of the tensor is associated to the users accessing a given service, the
corresponding domain elements may be clustered according to their age, according to
the city/province/region/state where they live, or according to the preferences listed in
their profiles. Let the tree Hi, of depth depthi, be a hierarchical clustering defined on Di
(representing some semantic properties of the values associated to the corresponding
tensor dimension). Let nodes(Hi, l) be the set of nodes appearing at level l (0 ≤ l ≤
depthi) in Hi. Note that the following holds:
—|nodes(Hi, l)| < |nodes(Hi, j)| if l < j;
—let ni,l,k be the kth node at level l in the hierarchy Hi with k = 1, . . . , |nodes(Hi, l)|
and coverage(ni,l,k) be the set of leaves of the subtree rooted at ni,l,k. Then,
coverage(ni,0,1) = Di, that is, the root of the hierarchy is a single cluster that covers
the entire domain Di, and coverage(ni,l,k) > coverage(ni, j,m) if ni,l,k is an ancestor of
ni, j,m.
We leverage the given domain hierarchical clustering strategy to definemultiresolution
representations of a given tensor (Figure 3). Intuitively, this representation leads to
compact representations of the tensor, in which (multiple) tensor values of domain
elements which are clustered together according to the given hierarchy are collapsed
in a single value, which is seen as the representative of the entire cluster.
Given a domain Di and a corresponding hierarchy Hi, the representative selection
function is the function repri : 2R → R, which maps a set of real values (in the tensor,
corresponding to the positions indexed by the elements clustered in Hi) to a single
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Fig. 4. The input tensor is compressed one mode at a time with respect to a given order defined in the
clustering embedding strategy.
value, chosen as the representative of the cluster. Examples of representative selection
functions include min, max, and average. Notice that for any given domain Di and any
clustering defined over it, multiple representative selection functions can be defined.
When a dimension does not have an associated hierarchy, we denote this using Hi = ⊥
and repri = sel f .
Definition 3.1 (Clustering Embedding Strategy and Mode Hierarchy). Given a
tensor X ∈ RI1×I2×···×IN , a clustering embedding strategy over X is a pair S =
〈π, {(H1, repr1, l1), . . . , (HN, reprN, lN)}〉. Here, π is a permutation over the indices of
the tensor modes (describing the order in which clusterings are considered among dif-
ferent modes, Figure 4), each Hi is a clustering hierarchy defined on Di, repri is a
corresponding representative selection function, and li is the clustering level adopted
for the ith mode. We refer to a hierarchy associated to a mode as the mode hierarchy.
Given a tensor X ∈ RI1×I2×···×IN , and a set {H1, . . . , HN} of mode hierarchies defined
on the N domains associated to the tensor dimensions we define the corresponding
multiresolution representation ofX with respect to the set {H1, . . . , HN} as follows. Note
that we first define unimodal representation with respect to a single hierarchy and,
then, extend this to multimodal representation, which considers multiple hierarchies
simultaneously.
Definition 3.2 (Unimodal Multiresolution Representation). The multiresolution rep-
resentation at level li with respect to the clustering hierarchy Hi and the representative
selection function repri of a tensor X ∈ RI1×I2×···×IN , is a function UHi ,repri ,li (X ):
UHi ,repri ,li (X ) : RI1×···×IN → RI1×...×Ii−1×I
′
i×Ii+1···×IN ,
where I′i = |nodes(Hi, l)|. We also refer to UHi ,repri ,li (X ) as X i,li in shorthand:
—If li ≥ depthi, then X i,li = X .
—Otherwise, let C = {C1, . . . ,C|nodes(Hi ,li )|} be the clustering induced by Hi at level li on
the domain elements Di. Let also the leaf-cardinality of the cluster Ch be denoted as
coverage(ni,li ,h). Then, for h= 1, . . . , |nodes(Hi, li)|, we have
X i,lij1... ji−1hji+1... jN = repri({X j1... ji−1kji+1... jN | dk ∈ Ch}).
Intuitively, for any clusterCh ∈ C along the ith dimension, for all indices along the other
modes, |Ch| elements of the given tensor are collapsed and a single representative value,
resulting from the application of the function repri on the collapsed elements, appears
in the li-resolution tensor (Figure 5).
Figure 3 is a visual representation of a unimodal multiresolution representation of
a 3-mode tensor. For example, if the domain associated to the considered hierarchy is
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Fig. 5. The use of the representative selection function (average in this case).
Fig. 6. An example hierarchy HI encoding additional metadata.
a set of users, the multiresolution approach can be seen as hierarchically partitioning
them in communities linked by a parent-child relationship.





















Moreover, consider the hierarchy HI depicted in Figure 6 that clusters elements of
the dimension I and the average function as representative selection function. The











represents the lower-resolution representation at level 1 of the original tensorX = X I,2.
Given the definition of unimodal multiresolution representation, we can also define
the multimodal multiresolution representation as follows:
Definition 3.4 (N-modal Multiresolution Representation). The multiresolution rep-
resentation with respect to the clustering embedding strategy S = 〈π, {(H1, repr1, l1)
, . . . , (HN, reprN, lN)}〉 of the tensor X ∈ RI1×I2×···×IN , is the functionMS(X ):
MS(X ) : RI1×I2×···×IN → RI′1×I′2×···×I′N ,
where I′i = |nodes(Hi, li)|. We also refer toMS(X ) as X S in shorthand. X S is inductively
defined as follows: Let X S1 = X π[1],lπ[1] , be the unimodal multiresolution representation
based on the first mode to be considered according to the permutation π specified in S.
Then, we have X S = X SN , where ∀ 1 < s ≤ N, the multimodal representation is defined,
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Fig. 7. A sample execution trace of a standard ALS PARAFAC decomposition compared with our
multiresolution-based proposal.
relying on the unimodal definition, as follows:
X Ss =
(X Ss−1)π[s],lπ[s] .
3.2. Multiresolution Tensor Decomposition
In this section, we discuss how we leverage the multiresolution tensor representation
to boost the efficiency of tensor decomposition process, without any significant impact
on the final decomposition quality. The basic idea relies on the observation that the
ALS algorithms [Yates 1933] both for PARAFAC and Tucker tensor decompositions are
iterative processes that start from an initial randomly generated solution, on which
each iterative step improves, until a satisfactory decomposition (i.e., an approximated
decomposition differing not more than a predetermined threshold from an exact de-
composition) of the given tensor is found. Figure 7 presents a sample execution trace
of a standard ALS PARAFAC decomposition (the blue line). As can be seen, during this
process we can identify two main phases: in the approach phase, the algorithm roughly
goes closer to the final solution in few steps, while in the refine phase, the quality value
slowly approaches the final result until the stopping condition is verified. In this article,
we propose to use the approximated multiresolution representations during the early
stages of the decomposition process (i.e., in the approach phase, the red line) in order
to reduce the execution time and to use the less approximated tensor representations
in the refinement phase, where the value of the quality is more important.
Based on this, we expect that an “informed” initialization of the decomposition pro-
cess could significantly reduce the computational cost of the iterative process. In par-
ticular, we choose to initialize the decomposition process with the approximate decom-
position resulting from the ALS decomposition of a “simpler” (i.e., lower resolution)
version of the given tensor. We show in Section 5 that the computational cost of this
guided decomposition (including the cost of obtaining the lower-resolution decomposi-
tion plus the cost of the iterative process starting from the initialization) is lower than
the cost in the global decomposition from a randomly initialized iterative process.
Algorithm 3 contains the pseudocode of the PARAFAC multiresolution-based algo-
rithm. The algorithm takes as input the tensor, X , the set of hierarchies, H, the set
of representative selection functions, R, the approximation levels to consider, ρ, the
number of required factors r, and the convergence threshold (or tolerance value), tol,
used as stopping condition.
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Fig. 8. Expansion of the factor matrices based on the expand factor() function.
ALGORITHM 3: Multiresolution alternating least squares fit for PARAFAC models.
Input: X ,H,R, ρ, r, tol
Output: F [0] ≡ λ,U(1)[0], . . . ,U(N)[0]
1 Sρ = clustering strategy(X ,H,R, π, ρ)
2 F [ρ] = paraf ac als(X Sρ , r, tol)
3 resol = ρ
4 while resol > 0 do
5 foreach U(i)[resol] not related to a compressed dimension do
6 U(i)[resol−1] = U(i)[resol]
7 end
8 foreach U(i)[resol] related to a compressed dimension do
9 U(i)[resol−1] = expand factor(U(i)[resol],H)
10 end
11 F [resol−1] ≡ λ,U(1)[resol−1], . . . ,U(N[resol−1]
12 load X [resol−1]
13 F [resol−1] = parafac als(X [resol−1], r, tol,F [resol−1])
14 resol = resol − 1
15 end
16 return F [0] ≡ λ,U(1)[0], . . . ,U(N)[0]
The first step of the algorithm constructs a clustering strategy, Sρ = 〈π, {(H1, repr1,
depth1−ρ), . . . , (HN, reprN,depthN−ρ)}〉, for the lowest resolution level.1 Here, Hi ∈ H,
repri ∈ R, and π is a permutation of the indices. Let tensor X Sρ correspond to the
representation of X at the lowest resolution based on this strategy.
Starting from this lowest-resolution tensor X Sρ , the algorithm first computes a
lowest-resolution factorizationF [ρ] by using the standard ALS fitting technique (line 2).
This produces the (lowest-resolution) set of factor matrices {U(i)[ρ]1 ≤ i ≤ N}, in which
the matrix U(i)[ρ] belongs to the tensor dimension Ii. The output factorization F [ρ] will
be used as the starting point of the next invocation of the ALS tensor decomposition,
with (ρ − 1)th approximation.
In order to obtain the more detailed factorization corresponding to the (resol − 1)th
approximation from F [resol], we need to transform the set of factor matrices by expand-
ing the domains of the relevant dimensions (Figure 8)—the number of elements of
dimension that were not compressed by the strategy S are kept the same (lines 5–7).
The expand factor() function (line 9) expands the given factor matrix U(i)[resol] to the
initial factorization of the corresponding higher-level factor matrixU(i)[resol−1]. Once the
1Note that ρ represents the number of considered levels of resolution. Given the hierarchy Hi , the algorithm
considers the levels from depthi − ρ to depthi .
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decomposition F [resol−1]init is computed using the expand factor() function (more details
can be found in the last part of this section), the algorithm loads the tensor X [resol−1]
which represents the (resol − 1)th approximate resolution view of the original tensor
and computes the ALS fitting starting from the initial factorization F [resol−1]init to obtain
F [resol−1]. The algorithm ends when the highest level tensor factorization is computed
and returns the corresponding final factorization F [0] (line 16).
In Algorithm 4, we propose the pseudocode for our multiresolution approach to
Tucker decomposition, based on the higher-order orthogonal iteration (HOOI) algo-
rithm [Lathauwer et al. 2000b]. As can be seen, the process shares the same rationale
with the algorithm for PARAFAC introduced earlier: it takes as input the tensor, X , the
set of hierarchies, H, the set of representative selection functions, R, the approxima-
tion levels to consider, ρ, the set R of the number of required factors r1, . . . , rN for each
dimension, and the convergence threshold (or tolerance value), tol, used as stopping
condition. After the iterative process based on subsequent tensor decompositions at dif-
ferent levels of resolution, it returns the final factorization F [0] ≡ Y,V(1)[0], . . . ,V(N)[0].
ALGORITHM 4: Multiresolution alternating least squares fit for Tucker models.
Input: X ,H,R, ρ, R, tol
Output: F [0] ≡ Y,V(1)[0], . . . ,V(N)[0]
1 Sρ = clustering strategy(X ,H,R, π, ρ)
2 F [ρ] = tucker hooi(X Sρ , R, tol)
3 resol = ρ
4 while resol > 0 do
5 foreach V(i)[resol] not related to a compressed dimension do
6 V(i)[resol−1] = V(i)[resol]
7 end
8 foreach V(i)[resol] related to a compressed dimension do
9 V(i)[resol−1] = expand factor(V(i)[resol],H)
10 end
11 F [resol−1] ≡ Y,V(1)[resol−1], . . . ,V(N[resol−1]
12 load X [resol−1]
13 F [resol−1] = tucker hooi(X [resol−1], R, tol,F [resol−1])
14 resol = resol − 1
15 end
16 return F [0] ≡ Y,V(1)[0], . . . ,V(N)[0]
As mentioned earlier, in both algorithms proposed in this work, the input of a
tensor decomposition at level resol is represented by the output of the previous de-
composition process at the lower level of resolution resol + 1. During this step, we
need to adapt the tensor size of F [resol+1] according to those required as input at
level resol by means of the expand factor() function, described in the following. Let
Ni,resol = nodes(Hi,depthi − resol) be the set of nodes at the resolth approximation level
for the hierarchy Hi; similarly, let Ni,resol−1 be the set of nodes at the (resol − 1)th
approximation level. For a given node, nh ∈ Ni,resol let children(nh) ⊆ Ni,resol−1 be the
corresponding set of children at the (resol − 1)th approximation level.
The expand factor() function considers the dimensions of the tensor one at a time;
that is, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N, we have
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Note that both of the multiresolution algorithms share with the standard ALS ap-
proach both time complexity class and memory consumption upper bound.
4. IMPLEMENTATION ALTERNATIVES AND OPTIMIZATIONS
In this section, we describe additional implementation and optimization alternatives
to the proposed multiresolution approaches.
4.1. Initialization Methods
As shown in Algorithm 2, at each iteration each factor matrix V(i) is updated starting
from all the remaining factor matrices V( j) (i = j). For this reason, if at each itera-
tion the algorithm starts from the tensor dimension i, the corresponding initial value
of V(i) can be considered irrelevant. In our experiments, we consider three different
initialization methods of factor matrices:
—pure random (denoted as r);
—eigenvectors-based (denoted as v): let ri be the number of factors related to the
dimension I, this method initializes the factor matrixV(i) by computing the ri leading
eigenvalues of X(i) × X ′(i), where X(i) is the mode-n matricization of the input tensor
X [Bader and Kolda 2007];
—hierarchy-based (denoted as h): we propose a metadata-driven initialization method
based on hierarchy relationships. Let ri ∈ {nodes(Hi, l),0 ≤ l ≤ depthi} be the re-
quired target number of factors for the dimension i, and let ni,l,k be the kth node at
level l. For each 1 ≤ x ≤ |nodes(Hi, l)|,1 ≤ y ≤ |nodes(Hi,depthi|:
V(i)(x, y) =
{
1 ni,depthi ,y ∈ coverage(ni,l,x)
0 otherwise
In Section 5.4, we evaluate the impacts of the different initialization strategies for
the factor matrices.
4.2. Optimizations in Intermediate Levels
As shown in Figure 7, the proposed multiresolution scheme uses the intermediate
levels of the input hierarchies for quickly approaching the final result and relies on the
final refinement level for seeking the result.
4.2.1. Relaxing the Convergence Thresholds in Intermediate Levels. One observation is that,
since the results of the intermediate levels are rough approximations of the final result
anyhow, less strict convergence thresholds might be sufficient in these intermediate
approaching stages of the process. These less strict convergence thresholds would
prevent the algorithm from spending too much time unnecessarily refining the results
of the intermediate levels.
Note that, in the extreme case, the intermediate levels can be executed only once
each for very quickly approaching the final refinement stage which uses the leaf levels
with tight convergence threshold.
4.2.2. Nonzero Removal in Intermediate Levels. If, as we hypothesize, relaxing the pre-
cision at the lower resolutions by using a more relaxed convergence threshold could
provide boosts in execution times, without negatively affecting the final quality, this
may mean that we might be able to also save time (especially in sparse representa-
tions) by reducing the number of nonzero entries considered in the lower-resolution
steps. This optimization can be achieved by introducing nonzero cutoffs, θnz, for non-
leaf levels and eliminating all entries smaller than θnz from the tensors, creating less
precise approximations of the low-resolution tensors.
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In Section 5, we evaluate the impacts of these two optimization schemes along with
the other decision parameters.
4.3. Expansion Alternatives
Remember from the previous section that the expand factor() function considers the
dimensions of the tensor one at a time and uses the expandi function to expand the factor
matrices. While the expandi function can be chosen in a domain specific manner, in the
absence of additional domain information, it is possible to use the identity function:




= (U(i)[resol]) j1... ji−1hji+1... jN .
Another strategy that we tested in the following experimental evaluation section is
the proportional approach, where the number of children for each node at level resol is
considered during the expansion phase:











In this section, we compare our metadadata driven, multiresolution tensor decompo-
sition method with the standard ALS-based decomposition, both for PARAFAC and
Tucker models.
5.1. Setup
We consider matrices with both dense and sparse representations. As reference soft-
ware library, we used the Matlab Tensor Toolbox [Bader and Kolda 2007] by Kolda. All
experiments are performed on a desktop with a dual core 2.5GHz processor and 4GB
RAM. We repeated all experiments 20 times: all reported values represent the average
value of all runs.
5.1.1. Experiment Parameters. In this section, we consider the effects of various problem
and system parameters. These include
—size of the input tensor;
—tolerance (or convergence) value used to complete the overall decomposition iterative
process;
—tolerance values used in the lower levels of resolution;
—number of resolution levels leveraged for the multiresolution approach;
—rank, r, of the decomposition;
—number of nonzeros in lower resolution tensors;
—number modes for which there are external clustering encoded as hierarchies;
—different permutation orders in multiresolution tensor encoding phase;
—different factor matrices expansion functions.
We evaluate the decomposition schemes against two key performance parameters: CPU
time and quality. For what concerns the PARAFAC models, we define the quality as
[Bader et al. 2012]:
1 −
√
‖X‖2 + ‖Xˆ‖2 − 2innerproduct(X , Xˆ )
‖X‖ ,
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Table I. Properties of the Datasets
Name Type Auth. Conf. Keyw. Entries Dens.
dblp128 dense 128 500 500 59K 0.186%
dblp256 dense 256 500 500 101K 0.158%
dblp512 dense 512 500 500 166K 0.130%
dblp2200 sparse 2.2K 1K 14K 927K 0.003%
dblp6600 sparse 6.6K 1K 14K 1.9M 0.002%
dblp20000 sparse 20K 1K 14K 3.5M 0.001%
where Xˆ is the tensor obtained by recomposing F . The quality values with Tucker





where Y is the core tensor. The CPU time does not include the time to obtain different
resolution versions of the input tensor. This aspect will be discussed in Section 5.5.
5.1.2. Datasets. In the experiments reported in this section, we used a set of 3-mode
tensors of the form, author × conference × keyword, extracted from the publicly avail-
able DBLP data [Ley 2009].2 In particular, we selected the most prolific authors, the
most used keywords, and the most popular conferences to construct data tensors with
different properties. As mentioned earlier, we have considered both dense and sparse
tensors. Table I presents the relevant properties of these datasets.
5.1.3. Metadata. For the three modes of the data tensor, we have considered the fol-
lowing hierarchies:
—Conference Hierarchy: We have obtained the hierarchy of conferences from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_computer_science_conferences. Conferences are
first grouped in 14 main areas and then in 27 subcategories; finally, conferences are
represented by the leaves of the hierarchy.
—Authors Hierarchy: The hierarchy of authors is obtained by leveraging the co-author
relationships among the authors (which is also available at DBLP). In particular,
the hierarchy is obtained by iteratively partitioning the coauthors graph using the
Metis [Karypis and Kumar 1998] graph partitioning algorithm. We computed seven
levels of resolution for the dblp128 and dblp2200 datasets, eight levels for dblp256
and dblp660 datasets, and nine levels for dblp512 and dblp20000 datasets (to obtain
these levels, we used an average branching factor of 2 for dense tensors, while for
sparse datasets the average branching factor is set to 3).
—Keyword Hierarchy: The keyword hierarchy is obtained by first creating a similarity
graph based on the set of articles containing at least one occurrence of a given pair
of keywords. The keywords hierarchy is then obtained by iteratively partitioning the
graph using Metis (we computed nine levels of resolution, with a branching factor
of 2).
We note that these hierarchies provide only unimodal information. Note also that the
domain hierarchies are chosen intentionally rough and noisy. Furthermore, they reflect
different degrees of externality: the conference hierarchy is completely external to the
DBLP dataset, the author hierarchy is from DBLP, but not directly related to the data
in the tensor, whereas the keyword hierarchy is created using document information,
2The DBLP Computer Science Bibliography. Available at http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/∼ley/db/.
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Fig. 9. Different execution traces for dblp512 dataset (dense representation) for both (a) PARAFAC and
(b) Tucker decomposition models, where the number of factors is set to 5. Each plot includes standard ALS
(with threshold 10−4) and multiresolution approaches (using the last three levels of the authors hierarchy)
for different intermediate tolerance values (10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, and noTol)—the final tolerance value for
the highest resolution level is 10−4 for all cases.
which (while not being directly represented in the tensor) relates the authors and the
keywords in the DBLP dataset.
5.2. Analysis of Sample Execution Traces
Before we provide a detailed analysis of the different problem and system parameters,
we first provide sample execution traces to help observe the key advantages of the
multiresolution methods against the traditional ALS-based tensor decompositions. We
provide comparisons for both Parafac and Tucker models.
The plots in Figure 9 show sample quality-time execution traces for the standard
ALS (cp-als) and the proposed multiresolution approaches (using the deepest three
levels of the authors hierarchy). Each plot includes five different multiresolution plots:
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—mr1e-4 corresponds to the case where the convergence threshold 10−4 is used for all
datasets,
—mr1e-3 is the case where a less precise, 10−3, threshold is used as a stopping condition
in the intermediary resolutions, but 10−4 is used in the final step, corresponding to
the highest resolution,
—mr1e-2 represents a rougher, 10−2 threshold, in the intermediary steps and 10−4 in
the final step.
—mr1e-1 represents a rougher, 10−1 threshold, in the intermediary steps and 10−4 in
the final step, and
—mr noTol is the case where the algorithm performs only one iteration in the interme-
diary steps and uses a convergence threshold of 10−4 in the final step.
For the ALS approach, the convergence threshold is 10−4 (i.e., the same as the final
step of the multiresolution cases).
PARAFAC traces. Let us first consider Figure 9(a), which presents the Parafac de-
composition for the dblp512 dataset (dense representation). Each marker on the curves
corresponds to the end of an iteration and the beginning of the next one:
—As can be seen here, ALS PARAFAC provides most of its improvements in its first
few iterations and a significant portion of the overall time is spent seeking the target
per-iteration quality difference.
—In the case of multiresolution traces, there are more iterations: the algorithm per-
forms a separate sequence of iterations for each selected level of the hierarchy, but
each iteration is faster. Moreover, in deeper levels (with higher resolution, thus
costlier individual steps) much fewer iterations are necessary to reach the conver-
gence threshold.
Note that convergence thresholds at the intermediary resolutions have significant
impacts on the shape of the execution trace of the multiresolution approaches. In
particular, requiring the same threshold 10−4 as the high-resolution step at each
level of the hierarchy may cause the multiresolution approach to spend (unnecessar-
ily) more time for obtaining lower-resolution decompositions. Relaxing the threshold
down reduces the time spent for decomposing the lower resolutions andmay also help
reduce overall decomposition time. In the given example, the mr1e-2 case, with the
relaxed intermediary convergence thresholds of 10−2 provides the quickest conver-
gence. Further relaxing the intermediary convergence thresholds may help reduce
the time taken during the approach phase of the algorithm but may also negatively
impact the overall convergence time.
Naturally, the benefits of the proposed scheme depends on the quality of the input
hierarchy used as metadata to support the multiresolution approach.
In Figure 10, we study the impact of the quality of the hierarchy on the performance
of the multiresolution approach. Here, we have injected different degrees of distor-
tions in the authors hierarchy by swapping hierarchy nodes (for each configuration,
we present the average of 30 random distortions). As we can see here, the general
trend is that the higher the amount of distortion (measured in terms of the discordant
hierarchy branches) the worse the multiresolution performance. This confirms that
the proposed metadata supported tensor decomposition scheme indeed leverages the
information provided by the given hierarchy: if the hierarchy is informative, then the
multiresolution scheme is effective.
Tucker traces. Figure 9(b) reports sample execution traces comparison between the
standard Tucker decomposition and the proposedmultiresolution approach: the Tucker
als curve depicts the quality-time behavior of the standardALSHOOI algorithm.When
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Fig. 10. Impact of the quality of the hierarchy used in the multiresolution process (parafac, dense matrices,
dblp512 data, ri = 20, 10−4 tolerance for all levels, three levels of resolution used, authors hierarchy, the
degree of the distortion is expressed as the ratio of number of discordant branches with respect to the total
number of branches).
comparing with the PARAFAC traces in Figure 9(a), we see that, in the case of Tucker
decomposition, the contribution to the quality of the intermediate levels is less than that
obtained in the PARAFAC scenario (in fact, the noTol approach which does not perform
iterations in the intermediary levels improves the quality of the approximation the
fastest). Yet, the multiresolution approach still provides overall execution time gains.
This indicates that multiresolution approach is able to leverage available external
unimodel hierarchy to speed up the decomposition process, without negatively affecting
the final quality. It also hints to the fact that the intermediary decomposition steps need
not to be perfect to have a good overall decomposition performance.
Note that the traces in Figure 9 correspond to only a single dataset. Therefore, while
they provide rough hints about the impact of multiresolution approach and thresholds,
we need more detailed analysis, including multiple datasets and configurations, for
more concrete conclusions. We present these detailed analyses next.
5.3. Detailed Analysis: PARAFAC
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed scheme for PARAFAC decom-
position under different problem and system parameters to assess whether the trends
observed in the previous sample scenario extend to different situations.
5.3.1. Experiments with Tensors in Dense Form. We first consider decomposition of tensor
matrices represented in dense form.
Tensor size. Figure 11 presents comparisons of the multiresolution algorithm with
standard ALS Parafac for different tensor sizes. In these experiments, the tolerance is
set to 10−4 in ALS as well as for multiresolution scheme (at intermediate levels as well
as for the highest resolution).
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Fig. 11. Impact of the tensor size (PARAFAC, dense matrices, r = 20, only author hierarchy, 10−4 threshold;
also for multiresolution only the deepest three levels used; tolerance is set to 10−4 for all resolutions).
—As the figure shows, the multiresolution approach provides gains in execution time
for all sizes and the gains are especially larger for larger tensors.
—The table in the figure also shows that the final quality of the multiresolution scheme
matches the quality of the more traditional ALS scheme for all tensor sizes.
Final convergence threshold (i.e., tolerance). In the previous experiment, the
stopping condition (tolerance) was set to 10−4 for ALS as well as for the multiresolution
scheme. Figure 12 reports the results for the scenarios where the overall convergence
tolerances range from 10−2 to 10−4.
—As the figure shows, the gain in execution time is especially pronounced when the
stopping condition is tighter; this is because ALS needs to spend a significant amount
of time slowly approaching the convergence condition whereas the multiresolution
approach converges faster.
—It is important to note, from the quality table, that the traditional ALS quality
drops significantly (from 0.119 to 0.108) when the convergence threshold is relaxed,
whereas it is much more stable if the proposed multiresolution scheme is used (from
0.117 to 0.115).
Convergence thresholds (i.e., tolerance) for intermediate levels. Figure 13 de-
picts the impact of using different convergence tolerances at intermediate levels of
the multiresolution scheme (this figure provides a summary of the traces shown in
Figure 9). Here, for multiresolution approaches, the final tolerance value is set to 10−4,
whereas the tolerance values at the intermediate levels are varied.
—We observe that the fastest execution is obtained when the thresholds at the inter-
mediate resolutions are neither too tight, nor too lax.
—In terms of quality, as we have also seen in Figure 9, a relatively more lax interme-
diary threshold in fact helps the multiresolution scheme avoid getting stuck at local
optima, leading to better overall decomposition quality.
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Fig. 12. Impact of the final tolerance; that is, stopping condition (PARAFAC, dense matrices, r = 20, only
author hierarchy, dblp512, deepest three levels of hierarchy).
Fig. 13. Impact of tolerance values in the intermediate levels of resolution (PARAFAC, dense matrices,
r = 20, only author hierarchy, dblp512 data, deepest three levels of hierarchy).
Resolution levels. Figures 14 and 15 show the impact of the number of resolution
levels used in themultiresolution approach with the authors and keywords hierarchies.
—As shown in the figures, the number of hierarchy levels used impacts the execution
times and the largest gains in execution time are obtained when the process starts
at mid-height of the hierarchy: starting at levels closer to root (e.g., level 2 in the
figures) causes the multiresolution algorithm to spend time unnecessary searching
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Fig. 14. Impact of the starting resolution level (PARAFAC, dense matrices, r = 20, only author hierarchy,
dblp512 data, tolerance 10−4 at all levels).
Fig. 15. Impact of the starting resolution level (PARAFAC, dense matrices, r = 20, only keyword hierarchy,
dblp512 data, tolerance 10−4 at all levels).
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Fig. 16. Impact of the rank, r, of the decomposition (PARAFAC, dense matrices, r = 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, only
author hierarchy, dblp512 data, tolerance 10−4 at all levels, deepest three levels of hierarchy).
for decompositions that are too imprecise to help effectively bootstrap lower levels;
starting at levels too close to the leaves (e.g., 8 in the examples), on the other hand,
prevents the multiresolution scheme to properly leverage the available metadata.
—Note that, while the absolute values of the gains differ, both author and keyword
hierarchies show the same overall behavior with respect to the starting resolution
level, confirming the previous observation.
Target rank of the decomposition. Figure 16 shows that the proposed multires-
olution approach consistently outperforms the traditional ALS-based decomposition
for all target decomposition ranks. The time gain ranges from ∼20% to ∼30%. The
multiresolution approach also closely follows the quality of ALS at all ranks.
Tensor expansion strategy. Remember from Section 3 that the expand factor()
function allows to expand the factor matrices from the lower level of resolution resol−1
to the next level resol and that we introduced two different expansion functions:
the (intuitive) identity function and an expansion function based on a proportional
strategy. All previously reported experiments are based on the identity function. In
Figure 17, however, we compare the two expansion strategies. As can be seen here,
the two approaches provide similar behaviors in terms of execution time and final
decomposition quality. Therefore, in the rest of the article, we continue using the
identity function as the default expansion function (unless otherwise specified).
Number of hierarchies used for multiresolution process. Figure 18 shows
that different domain hierarchies impact the multiresolution process differently. We
measured the influence of both number of hierarchies and their order used in the
encoding phase. As can be seen, except for the use of the conference hierarchy, the more
hierarchies are used, the faster the overall decomposition becomes. If we consider the
experiments with only one hierarchy (the pink bars), it is interesting to note that, in
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Fig. 17. Comparison of different strategies in tensor expansion (PARAFAC, dense matrices, r = 20, only
author hierarchy, 10−4 threshold; deepest three levels used).
Fig. 18. Impact of the number and orders of hierarchies considered in multiresolution process (PARAFAC,
dense matrices, r = 20, dblp512 data, tolerance 10−4 at all levels, deepest three levels of hierarchy). The
ordering of the considered hierarchies associated to tensor modes is represented by the sequence of capital
letters in the chart and in the table: (A)uthors, (C)onferences, and (K)eywords.
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Table II. Tolerance Values Used in Experiments on Sparse Tensors
In mr noTol there is not a stopping condition in the two lowest levels of resolution; only one iteration is computed.
Tolerance values (i.e., stopping conditions)
leaf - 2 leaf - 1 leaf (highest res.)
mr444 10−4 10−4 10−4
mr334 10−3 10−3 10−4
mr224 10−2 10−2 10−4
mr114 10−1 10−1 10−4
mr noTol Only one iteration Only one iteration 10−4
this case, with the keyword hierarchy, the multiresolution approach outperforms the
basic ALS algorithm both in overall quality and execution time, while the use of the
conference hierarchy ensures the best execution time. The green and violet bars report
the impact of using two and three hierarchies: as can be seen here, the execution time
decreases when the number of hierarchies increases. Moreover, the decomposition
quality is minimally affected by the number of considered hierarchies: the combined
use of the author hierarchy and the keyword hierarchy provides the best overall quality.
Finally, remember from Section 3.1 that a clustering embedding strategy is defined
through π , a permutation over the indices of the tensor modes describing the order
in which clusterings are considered among different modes. Figure 18 also compares
the impact of different considered permutation orders. As can be seen, different per-
mutation orders do not have any significant impact on the execution times or the final
quality values. This is intuitive in that in these experiments we have used the av-
erage function, which is associative, as the representative selection function during
multiresolution tensor encoding.
5.3.2. Experiments with Tensors in Sparse Form. So far, we have reported experiment re-
sults on tensor represented in dense form. However, in many datasets of interest (such
as social media graphs) tensors can be sparse and these can leverage tensor decompo-
sition tools specifically designed to work for tensors with sparse encodings. Therefore,
in this section, we also evaluate the multiresolution approach on datasets with sparse
representations, as described in Table I. In these experiments, we set the target rank
r to 20 and the tolerance value for high-resolution decomposition is set to 10−4. For all
datasets, we have considered the deepest three levels of the hierarchy and varied the
thresholds for the different levels as reported in Table II.
First, the bad news. As shown in Figure 19, when the tensor is sparse enough to rely
on sparse tensor representations, the multiresolution approach does not necessarily
provide time gains. Time gains are observed only when relatively lax tolerances (10−2)
are used at intermediate resolutions and, even then, gains are modest. In fact, the
execution time performance of ALS is matched only when the intermediary levels are
not iterated until a tolerance level is reached, but executed only once (mr noTol). This is
because, when the tensors are represented in sparse form, decomposition cost tends to
be a function of the number of nonzero entries [Bader and Kolda 2007]. Unfortunately,
as reported in Table III, drops in tensor resolutions do not necessarily imply significant
reductions in the number of tensor nonzero entries and, therefore, time gains in the
high-resolution level do not always amortize the overhead incurred by at the lower
resolutions. As Figure 20 shows, the performance degradation is especially significant
for the conference hierarchy, which is completely external to the dataset.
Then, the goodnews.While this initially looks very disappointing, we remember from
the earlier experiments that relaxing the precision at the lower resolutions by using a
more relaxed convergence threshold could provide big boosts in execution time, without
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Fig. 19. Impact of the tensor size (PARAFAC, sparse matrices, r = 20, only author hierarchy, 10−4 final
tolerance; deepest three levels used).
Table III. Number of Nonzero Entries at Different Levels of Resolution
Number of nonzero entries (for dblp2200)
Leaf-2 (lowest res.) Leaf-1 Leaf (highest res.)
802,032 853,138 927,663
Number of nonzero entries (for dblp6600)
Leaf-2 Leaf-1 Leaf
1,572,440 1,685,556 1,862,769
Number of nonzero entries (for dblp20000)
Leaf-2 Leaf-1 Leaf
2,819,233 3,060,544 3,463,212
negatively affecting the final quality. This means that we might be able to eliminate the
bottleneck by relaxing the number of nonzero entries considered in the lower-resolution
steps. To achieve this effect, we introduced cutoffs, θnz, for nonleaf levels and eliminated
all entries smaller than θnz from the tensors, creating less precise approximations of
the original tensor at low resolutions. Table III shows the parameters used in the
experiments. Note that we have experimented with very significant reductions in the
number of nonzero entries. Figure 21 shows the performance results for these θ -cutoffs:
—As expected the more nonzero entries are removed in the low-resolution steps, the
faster becomes the decomposition, providing up to ∼40% gains in execution time.
—Most interestingly, the θnz-cutoff based nonzero removal has close to zero impact
on the quality of the final decomposition, rendering the proposed multiresolution
approach very applicable for sparse tensors as well.
Note that, as discussed in Section 5.5, the proposed metadata supported multi-
resolution scheme has an additional tensor encoding cost, which may become a bottle-
neck for sparse tensors if it is carried out during the decomposition step. As we discuss
in Section 5.5, the multiresolution tensor encoding of sparse tensors is advantageous
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Fig. 20. Impact of the tolerance value and tensor modes with hierarchies (PARAFAC, sparse matrices,
dblp20000 data, r = 20, 10−4 final tolerance; deepest three levels used).
Table IV. Number of Nonzero Entries, with θ-Cutoff, at Different Levels of Resolution (Sparse Tensors)
Number of nonzero entries with θ -cutoff (for dblp2200)
Leaf-2 Leaf-1 Leaf
Initial θ1 Final Initial θ1 Final No cutoff
802,032 0.096 613,319 853,138 0.230 731,600 927,663
0.109 540,300 0.229 507,519
0.132 226,074 0.238 186,379
Number of nonzero entries with θ -cutoff (for dblp6600)
Leaf-2 Leaf-1 Leaf
Initial θ2 Final Initial θ2 Final No cutoff
1,572,440 0.096 1,237,419 1,685,556 0.230 1,406,544 1,862,769
0.109 1,083,064 0.310 1,001,005
0.132 460,251 0.450 340,733
Number of nonzero entries with θ -cutoff (for dblp20000)
Leaf-2 Leaf-1 Leaf
Initial θ3 Final Initial θ3 Final No cutoff
2,819,233 0.096 2,156,319 3,060,544 0.230 2,461,299 3,463,212
0.109 1,852,138 0.310 1,697,666
0.162 827,287 0.380 705,163
only if it can be amortized overmultiple decomposition tasks (different subsets ofmodes
and ranks).
Can nonzero removal also be used for dense tensors? Since we have seen that
nonzero removal can be used to reduce the cost of multiresolution tensor decoding
under sparse representations, we further investigate whether a similar strategy could
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Fig. 21. Impact of the tensor size with θ -cutoff elimination of nonzero entries (PARAFAC, sparse tensors,
r = 20, only author hierarchy, 10−4 tolerance; deepest three levels used). See Table IV for details of θ -cutoff
values.
Table V. Number of Nonzero Entries, with θ-Cutoff, at Different Levels of Resolution (Dense Tensors)
Number of nonzero entries with θ -cutoff (for dblp128)
Leaf-2 Leaf-1 Leaf
Initial θ1 Final Initial θ1 Final No cutoff
53,899 0.170 45,399 55,160 0.260 43,531 59,602
0.260 16,999 0.340 34,951
0.420 11,302 0.510 11,469
Number of nonzero entries with θ -cutoff (for dblp256)
Leaf-2 Leaf-1 Leaf
Initial θ2 Final Initial θ2 Final No cutoff
91,642 0.170 65,813 93,998 0.260 73,574 101,398
0.300 28,452 0.380 45,910
0.460 19,359 0.510 18,490
Number of nonzero entries with θ -cutoff (for dblp512)
Leaf-2 Leaf-1 Leaf
Initial θ3 Final Initial θ3 Final No cutoff
151,012 0.170 118,319 154,135 0.260 128,209 166,678
0.260 53,395 0.410 78,474
0.460 30,575 0.610 29,564
also be useful in the case of tensors with dense representations. Table V reports the
cutoff values used in this set of experiments, while Figure 22 shows the corresponding
time and quality results for dense tensors:
—As can be seen here, in the case of dense tensors, removal of nonzero values from
low-level tensors results in, not a decrease in execution time, but a slight increase
(up to ∼8% for dblp512) with respect to the pure multiresolution approach (without
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Fig. 22. Impact of the tensor size with θ -cutoff elimination of nonzero entries (PARAFAC, dense tensors,
r = 20, only author hierarchy, 10−4 tolerance; deepest three levels used). See Table V for details of θ -cutoff
values.
nonzero removal). This is because, in the case of tensors with dense representation,
the execution time is not a function of the nonzero values, but the overall tensor
dimensions and, thus, decomposer cannot leverage the increase in the number of
zeros to reduce the execution time.
—Instead, it appears that an increase in the number of zeros renders the search
algorithm take longer time in approaching to a sufficiently close approximation:
removal of nonzero values at lower levels causes poor tensor approximations that
negatively influence the internal decomposition steps.
Thus, we recommend against using nonzero removal for dense tensors and suggest
that it is an effective tool only for tensors that are sparse.
5.3.3. PARAFAC with Tucker Support. As discussed in Section 2.2, Bro and Andersson
[1998] proposed using Tucker decomposition as a first step toward PARAFAC
decomposition. In this scheme, first a Tucker decomposition is obtained and then
this decomposition is used to bootstrap the PARAFAC iterations. The initial Tucker
decomposition can be obtained either using an eigen-decomposition of a single
mode (referred to as Tucker1) or through a full Tucker decomposition across all
available modes (referred to as Tucker3). This approach to PARAFAC decomposition is
applicable when the input tensors are dense, as the initial Tucker decomposition of the
tensors with sparse representations would result in dense structures in intermediary
steps of Tucker [Kolda and Sun 2008] causing memory blowup problems. We see that
our proposed multiresolution approach to PARAFAC avoids this memory problem of
[Kolda and Sun 2008] when decomposing sparse tensors, as it does not involve Tucker.
On the other hand, when the input tensors are dense, using Tucker decomposition
as an initial step to PARAFAC can provide significant time gains. We note, however,
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Fig. 23. Impact of the Tucker compression in PARAFAC fitting models (PARAFAC, dense tensors, only
author hierarchy, 10−4 final tolerance; no tolerance values in the intermediate levels; deepest three levels
used; the number of factors in Tucker compression is set as the rank in PARAFAC, for all tensor modes).
that our proposed metadata supported multiresolution approach can also be used for
improving the execution time of this initial Tucker decomposition step.
This is confirmed in Figure 23. Here, we see that Tucker3 compression (cp tucker3)
provides significant execution time savings relative to basic ALS approach (cp als) and
it performs faster than the basic multiresolution technique (mr A). Moreover, when
we replace the initial Tucker decomposition step, with our multiresolution Tucker
algorithm (cp tuck mr A), we obtain the best or very close to best results in terms of
the execution time. Figure 24 further confirms that the gains in the proposed solution
are primarily due to the execution time reductions in the Tucker decomposition step
that precedes the PARAFAC operation.
5.4. Detailed Analysis: Tucker
In this section, we report results obtained with the proposed multiresolution approach
in the case of fitting Tucker models. Note that we consider Tucker decompositions
of dense tensors: the reason for this is that decomposition of a tensor with sparse
representation produces dense structures in the intermediate steps, resulting in the
well-known memory blowup problem [Kolda and Sun 2008]. For the datasets we con-
sider, this implied that the Tucker decomposition under sparse representation was not
feasible with the available memory (4GB).
Initializationmethods.To ensure a high degree of independence of the decomposition
process with respect to the factor matrices initial guess, in all previous experiments,
we used a random process as the default initialization method. We now show how dif-
ferent initialization techniques of the factor matrices V(i) introduced in Section 4.1 can
influence the final results of the standard ALS HOOIn algorithm. Table VI compares
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Fig. 24. Comparison of different Tucker compression techniques (standard HOOI and multiresolution)
in PARAFAC fitting models (PARAFAC, dense tensors, 10−4 final tolerance; no tolerance values in the
intermediate levels; deepest three levels used). Note that cp tuck mr c is not feasible when the target rank
is 15 as the member of conferences since the number of elements in the conference hierarchy at the deepest
level used (i.e., 14) is less than the number of required factors in the initial Tucker compression (i.e., 15).
Table VI. Comparison of Different Initialization Methods (Random (r), Hierarchy-based (h), Eigenvector-based
(v)) for Standard Tucker HOOI Algorithm (Dense Matrices, dblp512 Data, Factors (rA , rC, rK ): {(4, 27, 4),
(8, 27, 8), (16, 27, 16), (32, 27, 32), (64, 27, 64), (128, 27, 126), (199, 27, 186)}; 10−3 Final Tolerance Value)
Execution time Quality
Initialization method Average Stand. deviation Average Stand. deviation
Pure rrR 48.7 0.440 0.1428 6.59E-04
rendom rRr 41.9 5.070 0.1432 6.39E-04
Rrr 47.6 2.698 0.1433 4.99E-04
Hierarchy hRr 47.7 4.400 0.1428 5.88E-04
based Rhr 47.0 1.919 0.1433 3.33E-04
Rrh 45.4 2.426 0.1433 9.31E-05
hhR 46.7 0.128 0.1427 2.02E-08
hRh 41.0 0.121 0.1424 1.97E-07
Rhh 41.6 0.127 0.1435 8.06E-06
Eigenvectors vRr 49.8 3.181 0.1434 4.87E-04
based Rvr 58.0 2.562 0.1431 4.08E-04
Rrv 51.9 0.740 0.1432 1.12E-04
vvR 55.3 0.098 0.1441 2.09E-08
vRv 53.2 0.128 0.1439 2.48E-07
Rvv 58.4 0.165 0.1440 2.27E-08
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the average execution times and qualities for different initialization strategies. The av-
erages and standard deviations are obtained by varying the number of factors for each
tensor dimension. In this table, an experiment represented by abc indicates that the
first factor matrix (authors) is initialized with the method a, the second factor matrix
(conferences) is initially set with the method b, and the third factor matrix (keywords)
is initialized with method c. The mode denoted with the capital letter is the dimension
that is considered as the starting dimension in the iterative process. As described in
Section 4.1, we have considered three initialization methods: random (r), eigenvectors
based (v), and hierarchy based (h). Note that the first mode considered in the iterative
process is always initialized using a random method, because at the first iteration the
corresponding factor matrix is updated starting from all the other factor matrices. As
can be seen, as expected, the highest quality is provided by the eigenvector based ini-
tialization strategy, which has a significant execution time drawback due to the time
cost of eigenvector computation. Random initialization strategies result in significant
standard deviations in execution time and quality, which makes them undesirable.
Hierarchy-based initializations, in general, provide better quality than random ini-
tialization approaches, with lower execution times with respect to eigenvectors-based
approaches; moreover, the extreme performance variations when using the random
initialization strategy are avoided.
In the rest of the experiments, we use the pure random initialization strategy as
default.
Convergence thresholds (i.e., tolerance) for intermediate levels. Figure 26
shows the impact of using different tolerance values in the intermediate levels. We vary
these thresholds from 10−4 to 10−1, and include an additional modality, called noTol,
in which the intermediary levels are executed only once. The results show that we can
reduce the execution times of decomposition by using relatively lax convergence thresh-
olds in the intermediate levels without significantly impacting the overall decomposi-
tion quality. While it is not the best one among the considered convergence thresholds,
in the rest of this section we will use the noTol as the default convergence strategy.
Tensor size. Figure 25 compares the standard Tucker HOOI algorithm with the mul-
tiresolution approach proposed in Algorithm 4 for varying tensor sizes:
—As the figure shows, for very small tensors, the basic Tucker HOOI method is more
efficient, but the execution time benefits of the multiresolution approach become
apparent as the size of the tensor increases.
—Similarly, as the size of the tensor becomes larger, the quality of the multiresolution
approach gets closer to the quality provided by the Tucker HOOI method.
Domain hierarchy used for multiresolution process. Figure 26 also shows the
impact of the use of different hierarchies in the decomposition process. Note that the
impact of the use of a single hierarchy on Tucker decomposition is similar to the case
of dense tensor decomposition using PARAFAC, reported in Figure 18; both of them
contrast significantly with the sparse tensor decomposition reported in Figure 20. From
these results, it appears that the conference hierarchy (which is completely external to
the dataset) negatively affects the performance only for sparse tensors.
Target rank of the decomposition. Figure 27 shows that the proposed approach
scales well with the target rank and is competitive against standard Tucker for a wide
range of target ranks.
Number of hierarchies.Figure 28 shows the impact of usingmore than one hierarchy
to support decomposition. It also reports the results about the order of hierarchies in
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Fig. 25. Impact of the tensor size (Tucker, dense matrices, r = 5, only author hierarchy, only the deepest
three levels used; tolerance is set to 10−4 for the highest level, no tolerance value is used in the intermediate
levels).
Fig. 26. Impact of different tensor modes with hierarchies and tolerance values in the intermediate levels
for Tucker decomposition (dense matrices; dblp512 data; ri = 5; deepest three levels used).
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Fig. 27. Impact of the rank in Tucker models (dense matrices,dblp512 data, 10−4 tolerance for the highest
level, no tolerance value for the intermediate levels, only authors hierarchy).
Fig. 28. Impact of the number of hierarchies used in the multiresolution process (Tucker, dense matrices,
dblp512 data, ri = 5, 10−4 tolerance for the highest level, no tolerance value for the intermediate levels).
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Table VII. Multiresolution Tensor Encoding Costs for Different Numbers of Approximation
Levels for the Dense dblp512 Dataset
dblp512, dense, 166K entries
number of approx. authors authors, keyw. authors, keyw.,
levels(ρ) hierarchy hierarchies conf. hierarchies
1 9.2 sec 9.5 sec 9.9 sec
2 13.8 sec 12.9 sec 12.6 sec
3 16.8 sec 14.8 sec 14.2 sec
4 18.8 sec 16.0 sec 15.3 sec
5 20.3 sec 17.1 sec 16.3 sec
6 21.3 sec 17.8 sec 17.0 sec
7 22.2 sec 18.5 sec 17.7 sec
Table VIII. Multiresolution Tensor Encoding Costs for Different Numbers of Approximation
Levels for the Sparse dblp20000 Dataset
dblp20000, sparse, 3.5M entries
number of approx. authors authors, keyw. authors, keyw.,
levels(ρ) hierarchy hierarchies conf. hierarchies
1 32.1 sec 32.1 sec 31.9 sec
2 61.2 sec 59.4 sec 55.9 sec
3 87.7 sec 82.2 sec 70.4 sec
4 111.9 sec 100.1 sec 76.4 sec
5 133.7 sec 114.1 sec 77.5 sec
6 152.6 sec 123.9 sec 77.6 sec
7 168.7 sec 130.2 sec 77.7 sec
the encoding phase. As can be seen, the combined use of the keyword hierarchy with
the author or conference provides an execution time gain up to ∼22%, while the use
of all hierarchies does not show any improvement with respect to the use of a single
hierarchy. Moreover, different permutation orders do not have any significant impact
on the execution times or the final quality values. Finally, the decomposition quality
does not vary significantly with the use of different hierarchies.
5.5. Multiresolution Tensor Encoding Costs
So far, we have focused on the impact of available multiresolution tensor encodings on
the cost and quality of tensor decomposition process. In this section, we investigate the
cost of obtaining multiresolution tensors in the first place. Note that multiresolution
tensors are encoded offline and the multiresolution encoding costs are often amortized
over multiple decompositions of the same tensor for different subsets of modes, for
different numbers of factors, and so on.
Multiresolution encoding involves the creation of multiple resolutions of the input
tensor and thus depends on both the underlying representative selection function as
well as the number, ρ, of approximation levels to be considered. The encoding cost also
depends on the number of nonzeros in the data as well as how the tensor is organized
(i.e., dense vs. sparse representations). Tables VII and VIII report, respectively, the
data preparation costs for dense dblp512 (with 166K entries) and sparse dblp20000
tensors (with 3.5M entries) for different numbers of approximation levels and differ-
ent numbers of modes involved in multiresolution representation. In all cases, the
representative selection function is average.
Encoding of dense tensors. As shown in Table VII, if we consider the dense repre-
sentation, the multiresolution encoding is cheap (especially relative to the cost of the
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decomposition step—reported in Section 5.3.1). It is interesting to note that, while the
cost increases more or less linearly with the number of approximation levels created,
the cost is inversely proportional with the number of modes (except when a single
approximation level is created). This is because, when more modes are involved in
multiresolution representation, the intermediary encoding steps need to operate in
less entries and this reduces the overall encoding time.
Encoding of sparse tensors. As Table VIII illustrates, encoding of sparse tensors
is relatively faster: ∼22 seconds for 166K entries (0.13ms per entry) for dense tensors
using authors hierarchy versus ∼169 seconds for 3.5M entries (0.05ms per entry) for
sparse tensors for the same configuration. However, since decomposition of tensors in
sparse form is relatively cheaper (especially when nonzero removal is utilized to re-
duce the number of close-to-zero entries—see Section 5.3.2), the multiresolution tensor
encoding would constitute a larger overhead. Therefore, in the case of sparse tensors,
multiresolution representation is most advantageous only if the initial encoding can
be amortized over multiple decompositions of the same tensor.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we presented a metadata driven tensor decomposition approach which
leverages unimodal clustering hierarchies available a priori to improve the execution
times of iterative alternating squares based PARAFAC decomposition and for HOOI-
based Tucker decomposition. The experiment results showed that the time gains ob-
tained by using external metadata do not come with undesirable reductions in the
decomposition quality, even when the available metadata is imperfect and not directly
representative of the tensor data. Benefits of the proposed approach are especially pro-
nounced for dense representations, while sparse PARAFAC decompositions can also
benefit from multiresolution process with a new nonzero removal strategy. Tucker
decompositions benefit from the multiresolution approach especially for large input
tensors and small target decomposition ranks.
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